WE CONGRATULATE

Our Amazing and Talented Alaskan Malamutes

All Around Alaskan Malamute (AAAM) Recipients
#1 “Moochie”- Chinome’s Arctic Invader * Owned by Sam Walden * 1998
#2 “Kwin”- Wencinja’s Out of the Kwestion * Owned by Nichole Royer * 2011

Versatile Alaskan Malamute (VAM) Recipients
#1 “Buddy”- Belle’s Cool Holiday Special * Owned by Charlene La Belle * 1998
#2 “Monty”- Malhaven’s Many Vistas * Owned by Chris and Gordon Wellsandt * 1998
#3 “Zahra”- Tarnish’s Zahra * Owned by Marcia Martin * 1999
#4 “Jacob” - Wind’s Fury Jacob Trailblazer * Owned by Sheila Timbers-Hjermstad, Barb Salvadore, Nancy Russell, and Tim Muldoon * 2010

Serviceable Alaskan Malamute (SAM) Recipients
#1 “Monty”- Malhaven’s Many Vistas * Owned by Chris and Gordon Wellsandt * 1997
#2 “Crunch” - Hill Frost Keep on Dreaming * Owned by John and Laura Swire * 1999
#3 “Madison” - Spiritrun’s Utter Madness * Owned by Colleen & Dave Belanger & Jennifer Remazki * 2011
#4 “Deuce” - Spiritrun’s Uppin’ the Ante * Owned by Colleen and Dave Belanger * 2011
#5 “Slate” - Yukonjak’s Slate * Owned by Chris Hibner * 2011
#6 “Indiana” - Halatsuu Indiana Snow Raider * Owned by Tammy Doukas * 2011
#7 “Sahara” - SnoShire’s Sahara Snow Angel * Owned by Tammy Doukas * 2011

Key: #<awarded>  “call name” - registered name   *  registered owner(s)   * year awarded

FUN FACTS
Monty was first dog to be given an award by the AAAM Committee, in 1997. Monty is the only dog to receive two awards, earning SAM #1 and VAM #2. Kwin is the first living malamute to be awarded the AAAM.
Pictured Previous Page, Clockwise from Left:
“Kwin” - AM/NAT/INT/UKC CH Wencinja’s Out Of The Kwestion CGC CD RN NTD ITD ATD WPD WTD WWPD AAAM
“Slate” - CH Yukonjak’s Slate RN RA WPD TT CGC TDI SAM
“Jacob” - BIS BISS A/C CH Wind’s Fury Jacob Trailblazer ROM TDI CGC WWPD WWPDX WPD ROM-WD VAM

Pictured This Page, from Top:
“Indiana” - CH Halatsu Shana Snow Raider CD RN MX MXJ CGC TT WWPD SAM
“Sahara” - CH Sno Shire’s Sahara Snow Angel RN OAJ CGC WWPD SAM
“Deuce” - URO2 UCD UAGII UKC/INT/CAN CH Spiritrun’s Uppin’ The Ante RE CD P-CD C-RN CGC TDI WWPD SAM
“Madison” - URO2 UKC/INT/CAN CH Spiritrun’s Utter Maddness RE CD C-CD C-RN CGC TDI MSD WPD SAM
“Crunch” - CH Hill Frost Keep on Dreaming CD WPD CGC TDI SAM
“Buddy” - AM/CAN/FCI/INT’L/MEX/WORLD CH Belle’s Cool Holiday Special ATT MTT CGC WWPD WPD WTD WLD VAM...and many more, totaling 43!
“Monty” - AM/CAN CH Malhaven’s Many Vistas A/C/U CDX, Sts & ASCA CD, CGC TT IWPA WWPD, AMCA WPD WWPDX SAM VAM
“Moochie” - AM/MEX/CAN/INT’L/WORLD CH Chinome’s Arctic Invader ROM CD WPDX WWPDX WTDX WLDX TT CGC AAAM...and many more!
“Zahra” - CH Tarnish’s Zahra UD OA U-CC U-AG II CAN-CDX U-CDX U-ATCHX AX NAJ WWPD WPD VAM